RESIDENTIAL WATER FILTER SYSTEM
COOEE WATER TWIN UNDERSINK
MODEL: TW-PB1

The Cooee Water Twin Undersink Filter System is neatly
plumbed via your mains supply underneath the sink. The
water is fed through the twin filters (Pre sediment filter and
PB1 0.5 micron Carbon filter cartridge) removing the harmful
chlorine, chemicals and contaminants.
The filtered water then dispenses through a seperate chrome
faucet (lead free interior with ceramic disc) on top of the sink.
This unit provides you with an endless supply of filtered great
tasting water.

Pre Filter (FCSED1) - 1 micron nominal sediment reduction pre
filter cartridge for the removal of dirt, rust and sediment.
Carbon Block PB1 Filter (FCPB1) - 0.5 micron carbon block
filter cartridge for the removal of chlorine, taste, odours, lead,
heavy metals, Cryptosporidium & Giardia Cysts. (NSF Rated
International under NSF/ANSI Standard 42).

PRE FILTER

CARBON FILTER

* Filter cartridges should be replaced on average 12 monthly, our
automated data base will let you know when your filters are due.
* These units should be used on a cold water supply of town water.
* Your system will come complete with all the fittings needed and easy to
follow installation instructions.
SPECIFICATION - 270mm (w) x 340mm (h) x 120mm (d)
(For undersink module / Twin housings incl bracket)
Other tap options available on request.
Option for Fluoride reduction also available see Model: TW-FL
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Last year we renovated our kitchen and installed an
undersink filter system from Cooee Water. I was a
bit particular with how I wanted my new kitchen
design to look. I was really happy with the sleek
designer taps that were available, not only can our
family have unlimited healthy clean water but it
also looks good. The filters we can easily change
ourselves too and love that Cooee always remind us
every 12 months when they are due.
Laura, Paradise Point

